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          Did You Know We Carry These?! Stock Up On Classic Candy Now!
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Find the Candy you 
ate as a kid!®
Do you remember running down to the corner store to buy as much candy as you could carry? Wax Lips, Bonomo’s Turkish Taffy, Candy Cigarettes, Mary Janes, Atomic Fireballs, and more! Order a gift box of candy from your favorite decade, or pack your own assortment. Take a slow walk down the candy aisle... go ahead, the memories are on us.
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                                     Shop Mallo Cups
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                                            My favorite candy memory was buying Mallo Cups and the anticipation of opening the wrapper to see the collectible play money ticket inside. You could collect five dollars worth and send them into the company, and they would send you free candy...
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                                            This was back when this candy was called $100,000 bars, not 100 Grand bars. I remember going to my friend Cori's birthday party in elementary school, maybe third grade. At the party her mom told us that we were each going to get $100,000...
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                                            Lived only a block away from the penny candy store back in the 60's. Some of my favorites were the Black Licorice Records and Flying Saucers. Also, brought home Turkish Taffy to put into the freezer for later...
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            Gilliam Candy Company
          
Gilliam Candy Company Gilliam Candy Company is a Kentucky-based confectionery company famous...
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Brach’s confections Brach’s Confections was founded by German immigrant Emil J. Brach...
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            Hershey's
          
Hershey’s candy Hershey’s Chocolate Company was founded by Milton Hershey in 1984....
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                        Subscription boxes

                        
                          Send yourself or a friend a box of candy automatically.
                        

                            Shop Now
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                        Retro Candy in Bulk

                        
                          Sometimes you just need 3+ lbs of candy for your next party.
                        

                            Shop Now
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                        Corporate Gifts

                        
                          Send a personalized candy gift to your employees or clients.
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        Water Wells for Africa

We’re making a difference in Africa and so can you!
A small donation of just $1 or $2, the cost of a single bottle of water, seems like such a small sacrifice but it truly makes a difference in our world.
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			100 Characters Remaining.
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